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When is a relation "significant" with respect to a given mathe-

matical system? The geometrical notion of invariance suggests one

possible answer, called "invariant significance" ; the logical notion

of definability suggests another, called "logical significance" .

Studies by Marc Krasner, Jose Sebastigo e Silva, and D. S. Carter

have shown the close relationship between invariant and logical sig-

nificance for various special kinds of mathematical systems. This

dissertation unifies and generalizes these results within the frame-

work of category theory.

Let SO be the category of all sets with one-one maps. Let

F be any functor from St# into St#. For each set a, the

elements of Fa are called F -relations in a. A pair (a, s),

where s cFa is called an F -structure. If f is a permutation

tq(oci
I(Date)

of a and Ff(r) = r for all r E s, then f is an automorphism
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of (a, s). The set of all such automorphisms is denoted by A(a, s).

If r e Fa and Ff(r) = r for all f e A(a, s), then r is an

F -invariant of (a, s). The set of all such invariants is denoted by

IA(a,$); its elements are the "invariantly significant" relations with

respect to the system (a, s).

Let g be any set of partial operations on a set x ; let y

be a subset of x; then the subset of x generated by y and g,

Gen(x,y,g) is the smallest subset of x containing y and closed

under the partial operations of g. If g is a set of "logical

operations" on Fa, then the elements of Gen(Fa,s,g) are

"logically significant" with respect to the system (a, s). Previous

investigators have shown that Gen(Fa, s, g) = IA(a, s) in special

cases.

Let p be an ordinal; a partial operation H of rank p is

F -invariant if H(Ff(t,. ) <p ) =
Ff(H(t

: g < p)) for all
g

(t: < p ) E (Fa)P and all permutations f of a. It appears that
S

all the operations dealt with in logic are F -invariant for some F.

Theorem: Let (t a: g < p ) E (Fa)P and be the set of all

F-invariant partial operations on Fa of rank P Then

Gen(Fa, < p 1, ) = IA(a, <p } ).

Let R be the functor which yields the class of "elementary

relations" (i. e. Ra is the set of all subsets of an for all

positive integers n) and let fr be the set of partial operations on



Ra corresponding to the operations on formulas of first-order

logic together with arbitrary intersections. Carter proved that

Gen(Ra, s, ) IA(a, s) provided a is countable. It is shown

that this result does not always hold when a is uncountable.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND INVARIANCE IN MATHEMATICAL
STRUCTURES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Significance, Invariance and Definability

A mathematical system consists of a set together with certain

distinguished relations on this set. Generally there are further rela-

tions on the set that are "significant" with respect to the system.

This dissertation deals with two closely related, but superficially

quite different, notions of significance. One is connected with the

geometrical notion of invariance; the other arises from the logical

notion of definability.

The following examples illustrate the notion of significance

from an intuitive standpoint.

Example 1 A group may be regarded as a set together with

a ternary product relation (the collection of all ordered triples

(x,y,z) satisfying x y = z). Then the group identity (the unique

element satisfying e e = e) is a significant element within the

group; the inverse relation (the collection of all ordered pairs (x,y)

satisfying x-1 = y) and the conjugacy relation (the collection of all

ordered pairs (x, y) satisfying x-z=z y for some z) are

significant relations in the group. The relation corresponding to the
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property "being a normal subgroup" (the collection of all subsets of

the group that are normal subgroups) is also significant.

Example 2 A projective plane may be regarded as a set to-

gether with a binary "incidence" relation (the collection of all ordered

pairs (x, y) where x is a point, y is a line and x lies on

y). Then the significant relations include the set of points (the col-

lection of all x such that for some y, the ordered pair (x, y)

belongs to the incidence relation), the set of lines (similarly defined),

and the set of triangles (noncolinear triples of points).

Example 3 A topological space may be regarded as a set

together with a distinguished collection of subsets (the collection of

all open sets). Then the compactness relation (the collection of all

compact sets of points) and the accumulation point relation (the col-

lection of all ordered pairs (x,y) where y is a set of points and

x is an accumulation point of y), are significant in the space.

The notion of invariance suggests one precise replacement for

the vague notion of significance. The importance of invariance in

geometry was stressed by Felix Klein. In 1872 he wrote (Felix Klein:

Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen, Fricke and Ostrowski

(eds. ), 1921, p. 463):

Geonletrische Eigenschaften sind durch ihre
Unverniderlichkeit gegenilber den Transformationen der
Hauptgruppe charakterisiert Als Verallgemeinerung



der Geometrie entsteht so das golgende umfassende
Problem: Es ist eine Mannigfaltigkeit und in derselben
eine Transformationsgruppe gegeben; man soil die
der Mannigfaltigkeit angehririgen Gebilde hinsichtlich
solcher Eigenschaften untersuchen, die durch die
Transformation der Gruppe nicht gegndert werden.

(Geometric properties are characterized by their
invariability under the transformations of the principal
group.... As a generalization of geometry the fol-
lowing broad problem arises: Given a manifold and a
group of transformations on it; one should investigate
the figures of this manifold with respect to those
properties that are not altered by the transformations
of the group.)

In general, every mathematical system determines a group

of automorphisms one-one mappings of the system onto itself

which preserve the distinguished relations. These automorphisms

in turn determine invariants properties or relations which are

preserved under the automorphisms. Such relations may be said

to be " invariantly significant" . In the case of a group, the auto-

morphism group consists of all one-one homomorphisms of the

group onto itself. The relations in the group preserved by these

autornorphisms may be called "group invariants". All the sig-

nificant relations given in Example 1 are group invariants. In the

case of a projective plane, the automorphism group consists of all

collineations one-one mappings of the plane onto itself which pre-

serve the incidence relation. The relations in the plane preserved

by these collineations are called "projective invariants" . All the

3



a
e a b
a b e
b e a

Then the automorphism group consists of the identity mapping and the

mapping that interchanges a and b. It follows that the only invariant

subsets of the group are the empty set, le l, fa, b 1 and le, a, b 1;

thus, for example, {a} is not a group invariant in this case.

Turning to the second precise formulation of significance,

notice that in the case of a group the identity element, the inverse

function, and the conjugacy relation are all expressible in terms of

the given product relation. Similarly in a projective plane the sets

of points, lines, and triangles are expressible in terms of the given

incidence relation, and in a topological space the class of compact

sets and the accumulation point relation are expressible in terms of

the class of open sets. This suggests that the significant relations

are just those that are "logically expressible" or "definable" in

4

significant relations given in Example 2 are projective invariants.

In the case of a topological space, the automorphism group consists

of all homeomorphisms of the space onto itself. The relations in the

space which are preserved under these homeomorphisms are called

"topological invariants" . All the significant relations given in

Example 3 are topological invariants.

For an example of a relation that is not invariantly significant,

consider the cyclic group of order 3, which has the multiplication table:

a
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terms of the distinguished relations of the system. (See, for exam-

ple, Tarski, 1956, p. 110-142, 296-319 for a discussion of defina-

bility.) However, using a finite language, only countably many rela-

tions are definable in a given system. Since some systems, such as

the real numbers, are known to have uncountably many invariantly

significant relations, it can be argued that the above interpretation

of significance is unduly restrictive. A wider class of "logically

significant" relations is generated by choosing a list of "logical

operations" on relations, corresponding to generalizations of opera-

tions on formulas in logic, and taking the smallest class of relations

which contains the distinguished relations and is closed under these

operations. Of course, the notion of "logical significance" then

depends on the chosen list of operations, and on the precise meaning

of "relation" .

The connection between the notions of invariantly significant

and logically significant relations provides the central theme of this

dissertation. The question has been studied previously, notably by

M. Krasner (1938, 1939, 1950, 1958), Sebastrio e Silva (1945) and

Carter (1964). Their results are summarized in Sections 3. 5, 3.6

and 2. 6 respectively. Each author considered a special class of

relations, mathematical systems and logical operations, and showed

that the logically significant and invariantly significant relations are

the same. In each case it was easy to show that all logically
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significant relations are invariantly significant; the difficulty was

in showing that the chosen list of logical operations is sufficiently

large to generate all the invariantly significant relations.

The original object of this dissertation was to settle a question

raised by Carter whether a certain list of operations, which he

had proved to be sufficiently large for countable systems, is also

adequate for uncountable systems. This question is answered in the

negative (see Sections 2.6 and 2. 7).

A comparison of the approaches of Carter, Krasner and

Sebastia.o e Silva suggested another objective to find a unified

setting sufficiently broad to include all of these theories, and to

decide whether there is a natural class of logical operations which is

always adequate to generate the invariant relations. This program

is carried out in two stages. In Chapter 2, general systems involving

elementary relations (see Section 2. 1) are studied. Carter considered

such systems, but Krasner's and Sebastigo e Silva's theories cannot

be handled in this context. A much more general approach is devel-

oped in Chapter 3, within the framework of category theory. The

various approaches of the three authors correspond to various special

functors on a category of sets. In both Chapters 2 and 3, classes of

invariant partial operations are introduced and shown to be adequate

for generating all invariantly significant relations. This result is

not as satisfying as was hoped, however, for the list of invariant
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partial operations is extremely large larger in fact than the class

of invariant relations of any one system. Thus it remains an inter-

esting question to study "nice" lists of logical operations, to obtain

weaker sufficient conditions for the notions of logical and invariant

significance to coincide.

Notation in this dissertation has been limited for the most part

to Roman letters, which are used to denote classes, functions, se-

quences, etc. Small Greek letters denote ordinals; finite ordinals

are denoted by i, j, k, m or n. A list of special symbols and special

concepts follows the bibliography. Examples, lemmas, propositions

and theorems have been numbered separately in each section. They

are referred to as in the following example: Lemma 1 of Section 2. 3

is referred to as Lemma 1 in Section 2.3, as Lemma 3. 1 in Section

2. 5 and as Lemma 2. 3. 1 in Section 3. 2.

1. 2 Preliminary Notions

Some of the notions of Godel-Bernays set theory will be useful

in this dissertation. A brief informal description of part of this

theory, and some notational conventions, are given below. For

further information and references see Cohen (1966), Cohn (1965),

and MacLane and Birkhoff (1967).

In set theory there are two undefined notions: "class" and

" elementhood" . If X and Y are classes then one writes
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" X E Y" to mean "X is an element of Y". A class is a set

if it is an element of some other class. In the following, lower case

Roman letters (e. g. a, b, c, d) will usually be used to denote

sets. One distinguishes between classes and sets in order to avoid

the contradictions that arise in intuitive set theory.

In addition to the primitive notions given above, in set theory

one uses concepts from logic. The following axiom involves the idea

of equality which may be regarded as a logical concept.

Al (Axiom of extensionality) If X and Y are classes with

the same elements then X = Y.

In the next axiom "condition" means any well-formed formula that

can be built up using variables, the relation symbols and =,

the logical connectives and the logical qualifiers.

A2 (Axiom of class construction) To every condition S(x)

there corresponds a class whose elements are exactly those sets

for which S(x) holds.

The class determined by S(x) will be denoted by Ix : S(x)}.

Note that YE IX: S(X) 1 if and only if S(Y) holds and for some class

Z, Y E Z.

Using the axioms of class construction and extensionality, one

may define certain classes. The empty class, denoted by 0, is



defined by:

9

The class {x:x = x} is called the universal class or class of all

sets. If X and Y are classes, then the unordered pair X and

Y, the singleton of X, the ordered pair of X and Y, the

cartesian product of X and Y, the union of X, the union of

X and Y, the intersection of X, and the intersection of X and

Y, denoted respectively by { X, Y}, {X } , (X, Y), X X Y, v X,

X v Y, X, X Y, are defined by:

{ X, Y } = : x = X or x = Y 1

{X} =1X,X1

(X, Y) = { { }, {X, Y}

XX Y = {(x,y):xEX and yEY}

L)X 1Y Ye x for some xeX1

X vY = lz:zEX Or zEY1

(Th X = ly:yex for all xEX1

X rm Y = {z:zEX and zEY}.

If X and Y are classes then X is a subclass of Y, written

Xc Y, if every element of X is an element of Y. The Booelan
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of X, or power of X, denoted by BX, is defined by

BX= {x:xcX}.

A partial function from X into Y is a subclass F of X X Y

with the property that for all xe X there exists at most one ye Y

such that (x, y) F. The classes Ix (x, y)EF for some ye Y}

and {y: (x, y)EF for some xE X} are called respectively the

domain and range of F. If XE domain F then F is defined at

x and Fx or F(x) denotes the unique y satisfying (x, y) e F.

If Y = range F then F is a partial function from X onto Y.

If X = domain F then F is a function from X into Y.

The class Yx is defined by

YX = f is a function from X into Y }

If F is a partial function from X into Y with the property that

for all yEY there exists at most one XE X such that (x, y)EF

then F is said to be one-one and F-1 = 1(y, x) : (x, y)e F } is a

partial function from Y into X called the inverse of F. If

F and G are partial functions then the composition of G and F,

denoted by G 0 F or GF, is the partial function defined by

G o F = {(x, z) : (x, y) E F and (y, z) e G for some y }

The main group of axioms of set theory concerns the existence



of sets:

A3 (Axiom of the empty set) 0 is a set.

A4 (Axiom of unordered pairs) If a and b are sets

then {a, b} is a set.

A5 (Axiom of unions) If a is a set then Li a is a set.

A6 (Axioms of the power set) If a is a set then Ba is a

set.

A7 (Axiom of infinity) There is a set x such that ()Ex

and for all y, if y e x then y i ly E X.

A8 (Axiom of replacement) If F is a function and the

domain of F is a set then the range of F is a set.

A9 (Axiom of choice) If F is a function and F(x) L 0

for all XE domain F then there exists a function G such that

domain F c domain G and G(x) e F (x) for all domain F.

The last axiom is a technical one used in the study of set theory

but rarely used in conventional mathematics:

A10 (Axiom of regularity) Every nonempty set x contains

an element y which satisfies the property: if z E x then z y.

11
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An ordinal is a set a which is well-ordered by E and has

the property that L.) a c a. Small Greek letters (e. g. , p , T)

will be used to denote ordinals (which may be finite or transfinite).

The letters i, j, k, m, n will denote finite oridnals (i. e. natural

numbers including 0). It follows from the axioms (see Cohen, 1966,

pp. 60-61) that every ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals. Thus

n+1 = n i In = {0, I, n} and p It : < p 1. The Greek letter

o.) will denote the first infinite ordinal, i. e. c= {0,1, ,n,n+1,

For each ordinal T, an element of X is called a sequence of

length T and is sometimes denoted by (x: T) or if X E a ,

by (x0, x1, xn_i) A (partial) function F from XT into

X will be called a (partial) operation of rank T on X; F has

finite or infinite rank according as T is a finite or infinite ordinal.

The expression F( : < T) or F (x0' x1' xn)
will some -

times be used to denote the functional value of F. Finally, the

concatenation xy of two finite sequences x E a and y E a is

defined by

XY = (X0 XV YO' Y1' 1).
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CHAPTER 2

ELEMENTARY INVARIANTS

2. 1 Elementary Relations and Elementary Invariants

Let a be a set and let n be a natural number. A subset of

an is called an elementary relation in a of degree n. The set

of all elementary relations in a will be denoted by Ra (r eRa if

nand only if r is a subset of afor some n). If is a set of

elementary relations in a, then the ordered pair (a, s) is called

an elementary mathematical structure.

The group of all permutations of a set a will be denoted by

Pa (Pa consists of the one-one mappings of a onto a with

composition as the group product). For pE Pa and r eRa, the

image of r under p is the elementary relation p(r) defined by

p(r) = {pox:3(er = {(p(x0),p(3(1), ,p(xn_i)): (x0, xl, ,xn_i)e

With every set s of elementary relations in a, one may associ-

ate the set A(a, s) consisting of all pe Pa such that p(r) = r for

all r e s. The elements of A(a, s) are called automorphisms of

the structure (a, s). With every set q of permutations of a,

one may associate the set ga,q) of all r eRa satisfying p(r) =r
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for all peg. The elements of ga,q) are called elementary

invariants of the set q. If the set a is clear from the context,

the notations As and Ig will be used in place of A(a, s) and

ga,q). The elements of IAs are called elementary invariants of

the structure (a, s).

2.2 Some Properties of the Mappings A and

The first two propositions below follow easily from the defini-

tions of the previous section. They are mentioned by Krasner (1938,

1950, 1958).

Proposition 1 For every s cRa, As is a subgroup of Pa.

Proposition 2 i) If s1 s2 CRa then As - As2

If q1cq2Pa then Iqi Ig2 .

For every s =Ra, s IAs .

For every g C Pa, q AIg .

Proposition 2 asserts that the mappings A and I provide

a Galois connection between BRa and BPa. (See Ore (1962)

and Cohn (1965).) However this terminology will not be used in the

present discussion.

Proposition 3 i) For every s C Ra, As AlAs.



ii) For every q C Pa, Iq = IAIq .

Proof: From part (iv) of Proposition 2, we have As c AIAs.

From parts (i) and (iii) of Porposition 2, we have As AI.As. The

proof of part (ii) is similar.

Proposition 4 i) For all q, q' c Pa, if AIq is a proper

subset of q', then Iq' is a proper subset of IA.Iq.

ii) For all s, s' if lAs is a proper subset of s'

then As' is a proper subset of AIAs.

Proof: From part (i) of Proposition 2, AIqCq implies

Iq' CIAIq. If there exists peg' , p\AIq, then there is a rela-

tion r E IAq for which p(r) r. Then r E IAIq Iq and rEIq' .

The proof of part (ii) is similar.

A closure operator on a class X is a mapping J of BX

into itself with the following properties (see Cohn (1965)):

For all x C X, x J

For all x C X, Jx = JJx

For all x,y CX, if xc y then Jx C Jy .

Proposition 5 The mappings IA and Al are closure

operators on Ra and Pa respectively.

15
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Proof: Condition (i) for IA is just part (iii) of Proposition

2. Condition (ii) for IA follows on applying I to both sides of

the equation in part (i) of Proposition 3. Condition (iii) for IA

follows from parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2. The proof for Al

is similar.

Let f be a partial operation of rank p on a set b. Then

a subset c of b is closed under f if c satisfies:

(*) For all xecP , if x is in the domain of f then fxEc.

Let g be a set of partial operations on b. For every subset c

of b, the subset of b generated by c and g, denoted by

Gen(b, c, g), is defined to be the smallest subset of b which con-

tains c as a subset and is closed under all elements of g. In

symbols,

Gen(b, c, g) = ' b:c Cc' and c' is closed under f for

all feg} .

Since c cb and b is closed under all f eg, the set over

which the intersection is taken is nonempty. Therefore Gen(b,c, g)

is a subclass of b, and hence is a set, as required. If the set b

is clear from the context, the symbol Gen(c, g) will be used in

place of Gen(b, c, g).

The following monotone properties of G(c, g) will be used



repeatedly below:

If g and g' are sets of partial operations on b,

and g c g' , then Gen (c, g) c Gen (c, g' ) for all c b .

If c c' c b then Gen (c, g) C Gen (c' , g).

Note that if J is defined on Bb by Jc = Gen (c, g) for

all c c b, then J is a closure operator on b, and Gen (c, g)

is appropriately called the closure of c with respect to g. Many

of the familiar closure operators arise in this way. For example,

consider a group consisting of a set b, a binary operation o on

b (called the "product" operation), and a unary operation -1
on

b (called the "inverse" operation). Then the mapping J which

associates with each subset c of b the subgroup of b generated

by c (i. e. the set of all finite products of elements of the set
-Id: de c or d1E C), is a closure operator on Bb. In fact, for

all c b, Jc = Gen (c, o, -1} ).

The question arises: Can the closure operators Al and IA

be characterized as above by means of partial operations? The prob-

lem of finding a set g of "nice" partial operations on Pa which

has the property that for all q C Pa, AIq = Gen (q, g), may be

called the elementary automorphism problem. The problem of

finding a set h of "nice" partial operations of Ra which has

the property that for all s Ra, IAs = Gen(s,h) may be called

17
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the elementary invariants problem. This chapter is devoted to the

investigation of these problems.

2.3 Automorphic Partial Operations and Some Solutions of the
Elementary Automorphisrn Problem

Let a be a set. A partial operation F of rank T on

Pa is said to be automorphic if for every sequence

q = ( : < T) (Pa)T in the domain of F and every r ERa, F

satisfies the following condition:

Ifci (r) r for all < T then Fq(r) = r. Note that thet
operations of taking the inverse of a permutation and forming the

composition of two permutations are automorphic.

For any countable sequence b = (bi: ie co) of sets, the limit

of b, denoted by Lim b or Lim (b.: iew), is defined by

Lim b = {x: there exists n e co such that for all i E CA.1 if i > n

.thenxeb.}

That is, xe Lim b if and only if xeb. for all sufficiently large

values of i. Note that if g = (g.: i E CO) is a sequence of partial

functions then Lim g is a partial function. Moreover, if each gi

-1 -1is one-one then Lim g is one-one and (Lim g) = Lim(gi .
E

Proposition L Let a be a set. The partial operation M

of rank co defined on Pa by



M = { (q, p) e (Pa) Pa : p = Lim q }

is automorphic.

Proof: Assume Mq = p. Then since domain p = a,

must satisfy:

(*) For all a' Ea, p(a' ) = qi(a' ) for sufficiently large i.

Now let rERa, with degree r = k, and suppose that

).(r r for all i E W. First we will show that p(r) C r. Con-

sider x = (xo, xi, ,xk_i)E r. From (*) it follows that for all

sufficiently large i, we have p(x.) = q,(x.) for all j < k.
3 1 3

Hence pox = qnoxer.

-1 .By a preceding remark, we have p-1 = M(qi : 1 E co). Since

-1 -
qi (r) = r for all iE, it follows as above that p1 (r) r.

Hence r C p(r).

Proposition 2 Let a be a set. If is a collection of

automorphic partial operations on Pa, then for all q Pa,

Gen (q, ) c AIq .

Proof: By part (iv) of Proposition 2. 2, q CAIq. Using

the definition of automorphic, we find that AIq is closed under

each F E . The proposition follows since Gen (g, ) is the

19



smallest set with these properties.

Theorem I Let a be a finite set. Then for all g c Pa,

AIq is the subgroup of Pa generated by q. That is,
-1AIq Gen(q 0 ,

Lemma I Let q Pa and let q' be the subgroup of

Pa generated by q. Then Iq = Iq' .

Proof: By part (ii) of Proposition 2. 2, Iq' c Iq. Note

-1that Iq = I(q-lq-1), where q = fp-1 : pE q 1 . As pointed out in

Section 2, q' is the set of all finite products of elements of

q q-1. It follows that Iq I(q q-1) Iq'.

Lemma 2 Let a be a finite set. If q' is a subgroup

of Pa, then there exists r ERa such that Ali- 1= q'.

Proof: Let the elements of a be arranged in a sequence

x = (a0, a1, ,a1). Let

r = {p' X:p1 Eq' }.

That q' A fr 1 follows from the fact that q' is closed under

composition. Now consider any permutation pEA fr 1. Since

p(r) = r and XE r, we have pox = p' ox for some p' eq'. It

follows that p(ai) = p' (ai) for all i < m and hence that

20



Thus A ir IC q' .

Proof of Theorem 1: Let q' be the subgroup of Pa

generated by q. By Lemma 1, AIq = AIq' . By Lemma 2, there

exists reRa such that q' = A 1r 1 . Hence, using part ( ) of

Proposition 2. 3, we obtain AIq = AIA r 1= q' .

Theorem 2 Let a be a countable set. Then for all q

AIq = Gen(q, 10, -1, M1).

Lemma 3 Let q c Pa and let q' be the subgroup of Pa

generated by q. Then Gen(q, I., -1, M1) = Gen(q' , {0,

Proof: Since q C q' , we have

Gen(q, { 0, -1, M}) Gen(q , -1, M1) .

-1 -1 -
Since q' = Gen(q, {0, }) Gen(q, fo M1) and Gen(q, M1)

is closed under 0, -1, and M, it follows from the definition of Gen

that
-

Gen(q' , le, -1, MI) Gen(q, {0, I, M}).

Lemma 4 Let q be a subgroup of Pa. For all xe an,

let q*(x) = pox : p e q . Then

XE q*(x),

q*(x)e

for all relq, r = {q*(x):xer }.

Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) follow from the assumption that

is a group. From the definition of I it follows that if xe r e Ig,
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then q*(x) c r. Hence 1q*(x) :xe r Cr. The other inclusion

follows from part (i).

Lemma 5 Let q be a subgroup and p be an element of

Pa. Then pEAIg if and only if p satisfies:

(*) For all 0 < n <co, if XE an then p(q*(x)) = q*(x).

That is, AIq = A {q*(x) : XE an and 0 <n <

Proof: If pEAIq then p must satisfy (*) by part (ii)

of Lemma 3. If p satisfies (*) then p(r) = r for all r E Ig,

since r = 1q*(x): XE r 1 according to part (iii) of Lemma 3.

Proof of Theorem 2: By Lemmas 1 and 2, we may assume

that q is a subgroup of Pa. Now by Propositions 1 and 2 and the

remarks that 0 and
-1 areautomorphic, we see that

Gen(q, {0, -1, M}) AIg. For the opposite inclusion it suffices,

in view of Lemma 5, to show that if p satisfies (*), then

p = Mp' for some p = (pn : nE co) E g(A). Consider any p E Pa

satisfying (*). Then for all 0 < n < co, since

p i(q*(x.: < n)) = q*(x. < n), there exists n
E such that

ip0 (x. : < n) =p' 0 (x. :i < n). It follows from the definition of
1 n i

Lim that pC Lim (p'n:n < co). Now note that for any two func-

tions f and g with the same domain, if f C g then f = g.
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Thus since p and Lim (p;.3. : n < are functions with the same

domain, we have p = lirn : n <

The following examples show that the assumptions concerning

the cardinality of a in Theorems 1 and 2 are necessary.

Example I Let a = ce and let q be the set of all permu-

tations of a that leave fixed all but a finite number of elements of

a. Then q is a group but AIq consists of all permutations of

(by Lemma 5 and the fact that for all XE an, q*(x) coincides

with {p x : pE Pa } ) .

Example 2 Let a be any set with cardinality greater than

that of cA.) and let q be the set of all permutations of a that

leave fixed all but a countable number of elements of Then

is a group which is closed under M, but AIq consists of all

permutations of a (again by Lemma 5).

Proposition 3 Let q = : < T ) E (Pa)T. If

pE AI{ci : < T} then there exists an automorphic partial operation
Sb

F of rank T on Pa such that Fq = p.

Proof: Simply take F {(q, p) } . It is easy to check that

F is automorphic.

As an immediate consequence of Propositions 2 and 3, one has
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Proposition 4 For all q c Pa, AIq = Gen(q, W), where

is the set of all automorphic partial operations on Pa.

2.4 The Topological Question

Besides the closure operators that arise from partial opera-

tions, there is another important class of closure operators, namely

the "topological" ones. A closure operator J on a set b is said

to be topological (see Cohn, 1965, p. 42) if J(c1L1c2)Jc11Jc2

for all subsets c1 and c2 of b. The question arises: Are the

closure operators Al and IA topological? In this section

examples are given which show that these operators are not generally

topological.

Proposition 1

If s1 and s2 are subsets of Ra then

A(si--) s2) Asir\ As2 and A(sir s2) As2.

If q1 and q2 are subsets of Pa, then

q2) = Iq2 and I(q11- q2)Iq1LJ 1q2.

Proof: From part (i) of Proposition 2.2, we have

A(s L.) s 2) As (-- As 2 and A(s s2) As iv As 2 . Now if

p E As 1r As2 then p(r) = r for all r E s1 and p(r) = r for all

r E s2. Hence pEA(si-) s2). The proof of part (ii) is similar.
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The following two examples show that the inclusions given in

the last proposition cannot be changed to equations, and that the

closure operators Al and IA are not topological. In particular,

if sl = {r
1}

and s {r2} in Example 1, then

IA(s s ) IA,s2

if q1 = {p1} and q2 {p2} in Example 2, then

AI(qiL) q2) AIq2

If q1 = A{ri} and q2 = A {r2} in Example 1, then

I(q rTh q2) Iq Iq2

and if s1 = Iliad and s2 = I{p2} in Example 2, then

A(sir- s2)

Example 1 Let a = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and let r
1

= {(0, 2), (1, 3)}

0 1 2 3 4 ,
and r2 = {(0, 2), (1, 4)}. Then A{r } consists of ( )

1 0 3 2 4
and the identity, A{r2} consists of (

0 1 2 3 4
)

and the
1 0 4 3 2

identity, and A({r 1} L){r2} ) = A {ri, r2} consists only of the

identity. Hence, by part (iii) of Lemma 3. 4, the unary relations in

IA{r 1} , IA11.2} , and IA{r 1, r2} are unions of elements of

As
2



{{0,1} , {2,3} ,{4}} , {10,11, {2,41, {3} } and

{ 101 , {1} , {2} , {3} , {4} } respectively.

Example 2 Let a {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and let

(0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
1 0 3 2 4) and 132. = (1 0432 ). Then, again using

Lemma 3.4, the unary relations in I{pi } , I{p2} , and

g{pi} {p2} ) = I{p1,p2} are unions of elements of {{0, 1}

{2,3}, {4} 1, {{0, 1), {2,4} , {3} } and {{0,1} , {2,3,4}}

respectivley. By Theorem 3. 1 AI{pi} consists of pi and the

identity, AI {p2} consists of p2 and the identity, and

AI{p1,p2} coincides with the subgroup generated by pi and P2,

which contains AI {pi} AI {p2} as a proper subset. (For

example, 131 "2 ' 0 1 3 4 2/
0 1 2 3 41 is in IA {pi' p 2} but not in

Al {p1} --) Al {p2 } . )

2. 5 Invariant Partial Operations

Let a be a set. A partial operation F of rank p on

p1

and

Ra will be said to be invariant if, for every sequence

of Ra in the domain of F and every pe Pa, one has

(i) (p(s ): < p ) is in the domain of F

13(F(s < P)) == F(13( ): < )

26
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This notion is a generalization of the one with the same name given

by Craig (1965a).

The following partial operations on relations are easily shown

to be invariant: Let r and r' be relations in a with degrees

in and m' respectively. Then the negation of r, Neg (r),

is the relation defined by:

Neg (r) = {xeam:xXr}.

The conjunction of r and r' , Con(r,r' ), and the disjunction of

r and r', Dis (r,r' ), are relations of degree m+mi in a,

defined by:

Con (r, r' ) = {xy e am+m' :xer and ye r' ,

Dis (r , r ' ) = {xy e am+mi .xer or yer } .

For 0 < i < j < m, the (i, j)-Transposition of r, (i, j)-Trs(r)

is defined by:

(i, j)-Trs(r) = {(x0'
x1 ,x1. ,x.,x1+1,. ,x. ,x.x3+1. , ,xm-1): xe r}.

1- 3 3

Note that (i, j)-Trs(r) is obtained from r by transposing the

ith and jth coordinates of each element of r. For any permu-

tation p of {0, 1, ,m-l} , let the p-permutation of r,

p-Per(r), be defined by:



p-Per(r) = {xop:xEr} = 1(x(0) ,xp(1) , ,xp(1)):xer} .pm-
Note that p-Per is a generalization of (i, j)-Trs. If 1 < m

and 0 <i < j < m, then the (i, j)-identification of r,_ _
(i, j)-Idn(r),

.(i,j)-Idn(r) {xE r : x. = x.}

11 1 <m and 0 <k < m, then the k-particularization of r,

k-Prt(r), and the k-generalization of r, k-Grl(r), are relations

is defined by:

of degree m-1 in a defined by:

k-Prt(r) = {(x0, x.,, xk+i, xm_i)E am-1: for some

X E a, (x ,x xk-1, xk' xk+1'

m-1: for allk-Grl(r)= u xr. xk-1' xk+1'. xm- Ea

Xk E a, (x0, xi , xk, xk+.1.,- xrn_)E r }

The relation equal, Eql, is defined by:

Eql = {(x0, xi)E az :x0 = x1} .

Eql may be regarded as an operation of rank 0 on Ra.

The partial operations defined above will be called the

28
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fundamental logical partial operations; the collection of these opera-

tions will be denoted by t . This terminology is suggested by the

fact that they correspond to the following operations on formulas of

the first-order predicate calculus: forming the negation of a formula,

forming the conjunction or disjunction of two formulas with distinct

variables, rearranging the variables of a formula, identifying vari-

ables of a formula, and quantifying variables of a formula. The list

of fundamental logical partial operations given above is similar to

the list of fundamental elementary operations" given by Svenonius

(1960), pp. 9-10, and the list given by Hermes (1965), pp. 67-69.

It may be observed that the partial operations in 4 are not

independent. For instance, from the fact that every permutation is a

product of transpositions, it follows that every p-permutation can be

defined in terms of the (i, j)-trnaspositions. Also, for all r, r' eRa,

we have:

Dis (r, r') = Neg Con (Neg(r), Neg (r' ))

k-Grl(r) = Neg k-Prt Neg(r)

(i, j)-Idn(r) = (0, i)-Trs (1, j)-Trs[ (0, i)-Trs (1, j)-Trs(r)

Con(Eq1,0-Prt 1-Prt (0, i)-Trs (1, j)-Trs (OA .

Let r = (re,: < P) be a sequence of elementary relations in

a of the same degree. Then the p-union of r, p-tInn(r), and the



every s Ra:
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p-intersection, p-Int (r), are defined by:

p-Unn (r) = { r : < p}

p-hit (r) {r: P}

It is easy to see that these operations are invariant. Note also that

by DeMorgan's laws,

p-Unn(r) = Neg p-mt (Neg(rt ): <p ),

p-mt (r) = Neg p-Unn (Neg (rt ): g <p),

and that if degree = degree (r ) = m, then

2-Unn( r , r 1) m-Prt (m+1)-Prt (2m- 1)-Prt

(0, m)-Idn (1, m+1)-Idn (m-1, 2m-1)-Idn Dis(ro, r 1);

2 -Int(ro, r) = m-Prt (m+1)-Prt (2m- 1)-Prt

(0, m)-Idn (1, m+1)-Idn ... (m-1, 2m-1)-Idn Con(r r1) .0' 1

The next two propositions follow easily from the remarks

above and the definition of Gen.

Proposition 1 The following subsets of Ra are equal for



(i) Gen (s, ).

(ii) The smallest subset t of Ra satisfying:

s t,

Eql E t,

t is closed under Neg, Con, Dis, (i, j)-Trs,

p-Per, (i, j)-Idn, k-Prt, and k-Grl for all i, j,ke

(iii) The smallest subset t of Ra satisfying:

scZt,

EqlEt,

(C) t is closed under Neg, Con, 2-Unn, (i, j)-Trs

and k-Prt for all i, j, kE

Proposition 2 For all t Ra, t is closed under all the

elements of t if and only if Eql E t and t is closed under

Neg, Con, (i, j)-Trs, k-Prt and k-Unn for all i,j,lcEw.

The next proposition is analagous to Proposition 3. 2.

Proposition 3 Let 7 be a collection of invariant operations

on R . Then for all s c Ra,

31

Gen (s,

Proof: By part (iii) of Proposition 2. 2, s c IA s. It
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follows from the definition of an invariant partial operation that

IAs is closed under each element of

The following partial operations on Ra will be used in the

next section. Let r be an elementary relation in a of degree

m. Let q e n where 0 <n < . Then the (n, 0-substitution of

r, (n,q)-Sub(r), is defined by :

(n, q)-Sub(r) = {xe an: xoq E r } .

For e m, the e-identification of r, e-Idn(r), is defined by:

.e-Idn(r) {xe r x. x. for all i, jE e} .

171Proposition 4 Let r a .

If e c m then e-Idn(r)E Gen({r} , L ).

If 0< n < co and q E nm then (n, q)-Sub(r) E Gen ({r},.).

Proof: Part (i) follows from the fact that

e-Idn(r) = r {(i, j)-Idn(r): i, j E e .

The proof of part (ii) is divided into two cases.

Case 1: q is a one-one function from m into n.

Here m < n. Let p be any permutation of n that satisfies

q(i) = p(i) for all i < m. (Such an extension of q clearly exists..)



Then the following conditions are equivalent :

xe (n, q)-Sub(r)

xoq e r

xope Con(r, an

-1
XE p -Per Con(r , an-rn) .

It follows that (n,q)-Sub = p-l-Per Con(r,an-m) in this case.

The following notation will be used in the proof of the general

case. Let r Ella with degree r = m. If e is a proper subset

of m, define the e-particularization of r, e-Prt(r), as

follows:

e-Prt(r) = {xoq' :xer}

where q' is the sequence obtained by arranging the elements of

fie m: iE e} in increasing order. Note that

e-Prt(r) = q0-Prt q1-Prt qk-l-Prt (r)

where (q q - ) is the sequence obtained by arranging

the elements of e in increasing order. It follows that

e-Prt (r)E Gen({r} , ).

Case 2: q is an arbitrary function from m into n.

33



Let {e0, e1, ern' -1} be the partition of m corresponding

to the equivalence relation defined on m by

i if and only if q(i) = q(i' ).

Choose io, ji, ' " jrn, _1 so that ji e ei for all i < m'. Let

j = (j0' 1'. Then the following conditions are equivalent

for all XE an

XE (n, q)-Sub(r)

xoq e r

I -1xoqee0 -Idn e1 dn -Idn(r)m'

XeCloi E e' -Prt e0-Idn erIdn (

where e' = {k m :lc\ range j} . Hence

(n,q)-Sub(r) = (n,q0j)-Sub e' -Prt e0-Idn e1 -Idn -1-Idn(r)

and it follows from Case I and the fact that qej is a one-one function

from m' into n that (n, q)-Sub(r) Gen({r} ,

2. 6 Some Solutions of the Elementary Invariants Problem

In this section the following two theorems will be proved.

(Compare Theorems 3. 1 and 3.2. )

34
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Theorem 1 Let a be a finite set. Then for all s Ra,

IAs = Gen (s, £.

Theorem 2 Let a be a countable set. Then for all s cRa,

lAs = Gen (s, Zco), where6.) consists of the elements of

together with the partial operation co-Unn.

In 1963, D. S. Carter conjectured that Gen (s, 4 ) = IA s,

provided that a and s are finite. He proved this conjecture

along lines suggested by W. Craig. In the same year Carter

extended this result by showing that if a is countable, s is

finite, and Li consists of the elements of id together with

p-unions for all p, then Gen (s, y; ) = lAs. Theorem 1 is an

extension of Carter's first result to the case in which s is infinite.

Theorem 2 is a refinement of Carter's second result, since it shows

that w-unions rather than arbitrary p-unions are sufficient.

Theorem 2 will be proved in the following manner: With each

finite sequence x of elements of a and each s c Ra, we

associate the following relation (using the notation introduced in

Lemma 3.4):

(As )*(x) = {pox : pe As} .

Lemma 4 reduces the proof of Theorem 2 to showing that

(As)*(x)E Gen(s,co), for all one-one sequences x. To show
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this, we consider a second relation determined by x, namely

(Ls)(x) = r\ {r E Gen(s, Zw): XE r} .

Lemma 6 shows that (Ls)(x)E Gen(s,w). The remainder of the

proof is devoted to showing that (Ls)(x) = (As)*(x). To prove this

equality, we must construct a permutation of a for each ye Ls(x)

such that y = pox and pE As. This construction is essentially

carried out in Lemma 7. Theorem I will also be proved along the

way.

Lemma 1 If s c Ra and 0 <n < co then ane Gen (s,

Proof: The proof is by induction on n.

n = 1: a = 1-Prt (Eql) .

n = m+ 1: an = Con (a , a).

Lemma 2 If s Ra and 0 < n < co then n-Dif EGen(s,/),

where

n-Dif = {xean: x. for 'all i, j satisfying 0 < i < j < n} .

Proof: The proof is divided into two cases,

n 1: 1-Dif a.

n > 2: n-Dif Neg { i {(i, j)-Idn(an): 0 < < j < n } ).



(Note that the union is finite.)

The next Lemma shows that (As)*(x) is the smallest

member of lAs that contains x as an element.

Lemma 3 Let s Ra. Then

for all xe an, xE (As)*(x),

for all xE an, (As)*(x) E IAs,

for all r E I.As, r = 'L){(As)*(x):xEr}

for all XE an, (As)*(x) = r {r EIAs:XEr}

Proof: Parts (i)-(iii) follow from Proposition 2. 1 and

Lemma 3.4. Now let b = {r ElAs :xEr} . By parts (i) and (ii) ,

(As)*(x)Eb hence b (As)*(x). By part (iii), (As)*(x) r

for all r Eb; hence (As)*(x)c r, b.

Lemma 4 Let a be a countable set. Then for all s Ra,

Gen (s, IA5 .

Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:

IAs = Gen(s,

IAs = Gen(s, to)).

(iv) For all 0 <n < w, if X E an then (As)*(x) E Gen(s,to))
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(v) For all 0 < n < co, if x n-Dif then (As)*(x)E Gen(s,

Proof: Part (i) follows from Proposition 5.3 and the fact

that the elements of tco are invariant partial operations. The

equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) follows from part (i). The

equivalence of conditions (iii) and (iv) follows from part (iii) of

Lemma 3 and the fact that the union {(As)*(x):xEr} is countable.

Now condition (iv) obviously implies condition (v). It remains to

show that condition (v) implies condition (iv).

Let xE an and let {e0' e1' } be the partition ofm

n corresponding to the equivalence relation defined on n by:

i if and only if x. = x. .
3

Choose j j1, 411_1 such that jieei for all i < m. Let

= (30, 31, " ,jrn...1). Then the following conditions are equivalent

for all y E an:

ye(As)*(x)

y oi E (As )*(x,' j) and yE eo e Idn Idn(an),

ye (n, j)-Sub((As)*(xc,j)(Th (e0-Idn erIdn ern_rIdn(an)).

Hence

38

(As)*(x) = (n, j)-Sub((As)*(xej)) n(eo-Idn Idn e fIdn(an)).
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Since Xoi E m-Dif it follows, using Proposition 5. 4 and Lemma 1,

that condition (v) implies condition (iv).

Lemma 5 For each r ca , where 0 < m < 03, let

2n . m
Fn(r) = {xy E a: x, y n-Dif and for all j n

yojEr}.

Then

Fn(r)EGen({r} ,

If x, yE n-Dif and for all r E Gen({r} , ), xE r' if

and only if y E r' , then xyEFn(r).

Proof: Let rl = Con (r,r) Con(Neg r, Neg r). For

nm let

F i(r) = {xy: x, y Ea and (x0j)(yej)Eri} .

rThenFn, j( ) = ( n,q)-Sub(r1 ), where qE (2n)2m

q(i) = j(i) if i < m; q(i) n+j(i) if m < i < 2m. It follows

from Proposition 5. 4 that F Jr) E Gerlar} ). Now
n,

Fn(r) = Con (n-Dif, n-Dif) {F i(r) : j E nm1).

Since Gen(r, ) is closed under finite intersections, we have

Fn(r)EGen(r, ).

xo jE r if and only if

is defined by:
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Now suppose x, y En-Dif and xy\Fn(r). Then by the last

equation, xylkFn(r) for some j E nm. Hence (xej)(yoj)\ r1. It

follows from the definition of r1 that either xojer and y*Ps, r

or xej r and yoj E r. Let r' .(n, j)-Sub(r). Then the following

biimplication is not true:

xE r' if and only if ye r' .

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Recall the relation (Ls)(x) defined above by

(Ls)(x) = rm {r E Gen(x,w) : xe r} . The next lemma shows, among

other things, that if a is countable then (Ls)(x) is the smallest

member of Gen(s,co) that contains x as an element.

Lemma 6 Let s cRa. Then

For all r E Gen(s,), if xE r then (Ls)(x) r.

If XE n-Dif then (Ls)(x)C n-Dif.

XE (Ls)(x).

(As)*(x) (Ls)(x) .

If yE (Ls)(x) then (Ls)(x) (Ls)(y) .

(iv) (Ls)(xy) c Con ((Ls)(x), (Ls)(y)) .

If a is countable then



(Ls)(x)E Gen (s, to)) .

(Ls)(xo, , , xn_ 1) = n-Prtns)(x0,x1,- xn_i, xn)).

Proof: Part (i) follows from the definition of (Ls)(x).

Part (ii) follows from part (i), Lemma 2, and the fact that

Gen (s, ) c Gen (s, iO3). Part (iii) follows from the definition of

(Ls)(x).

Now by Lemma 4, Gen(s, lAs. Hence it follows using

part (iv) of Lemma 3 and the definition of (Ls)(x) that

(As)*(x) (Th{rElAs:xer} (Th{rEGen(x, i,c0):xEr} = (Ls)(x).

This completes the proof of part (iv).

Now let y (Ls)(x). Then

{r EGen(s,03): X E r} freGen(s , 'i(4) yet.}

since, by part (i), xErEGen(s,co) implies ye (Ls)(x) c r.

The opposite inclusion follows as above if xE(Ls)(y). Suppose

x\ (Ls )(y). Then there exists r E Gen (s,ca) with y r and

x\ r. But then y\ Negr and X E Negr which implies y\ (Ls)(x).

This completes the proof of part (v).

Next, if xeriE Gen(s,(4) and yE r E Gen (s,
ico)

then

xy E Con (r1, rz) E Gen (s, tw). Hence, using part (i), we obtain
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(Ls)(xy)c cm{Con(r
1 ' r2) :rl'rZE Gen(s,co), XE r yE r

= Con( r, {r1 : XE r
1

E Gen(s ,co)}

{r2: yE r2 E Gen(s, S.,(0)})

= Con.((Ls)(x), (Ls)(y)).

Now assume that a is countable. For each yENeg(Ls)(x),

let s(y) = {r E Gen(s, t(0): XE r, y\r } . Note that each s(y) is

nonempty (for if s(y) were empty, it would follow from the defini-

tion of (Ls)(x) that yE(Ls)(x)). Use the axiom of choice to obtain

r(y)Es(y) for each yE Neg(Ls)(x). Let r0 = {r(y) : ye Neg(Ls)(x)}.

To prove part (vii), we will show that (Ls)(x) =r0 EGen(s,o.)).
That ro E Gen (s, co) follows from the fact that Neg(Ls)(x) is

countable. Moreover ro c (Ls)(x) since yENeg(Ls)(x) implies

y\r(y), which in turn implies r0' From the definition of
0

and s(y), we have XE ro. Hence by part (i), (Ls)(x) c ro.

It remains to prove part (viii). By part (v),

n-Prt(Ls)(xo, x1, xn) c n-Prt(Ls)(x , x1, (Ls)(xn))

(Ls)(xo, xn- 1).

From part (iii), we have
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(x0' x x
1

) E n-Prt(Ls)(xo'n- ' xn- 1 ,



Then by parts (i) and (vii),

(Ls)(x x x0' 1" n- n-Prt(Ls)(x x x ).0' 1" n-1' n
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Proof of Theorem 1: Let a be a set with m elements,

and let s c Ra. Note in this case that Gen (s, ) =Gen(s, 1,o))

since co-unions reduce to finite unions. Hence Lemmas 4 and 6

apply.

In view of Lemma 4 and parts (iv) and (vii) of Lemma 6, it

is sufficient to prove that if 0 < n < co and xEn-Dif then

(Ls)(x) c (As)*(x). Since n-Dif is empty when n> m, we may

assume that n < m.

Consider any yE (Ls)(x). Choose x' E am-n such that

XXI E m-Dif. Then by part (viii) of Lemma 6

yen-Prt (n+1)-Prt (m-1)-Prt ((Ls)(xx')).

Hence there exists y' E am-n such that yy' E (Ls)(xx' ). Moreover,

by part (ii) of Lemma 6, yy' E m-Dif.

Define the mapping p on a by setting p(xi) = yi for

all i < m and p(x1) = yi for all i < m-n. Since xx ,yy' E m-Dif,

p is a permutation of a. By parts (i), (iii) and (v) of Lemma 6,

we have that for all r' E Gen (s, xx' e r' if and only if yy r' .

Hence by part (ii) of Lemma 5, xx' yy' E Fm(r) for all r E S. Now

every zEak has the form z = (xx' )0j for some jEmk and
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poz = (yyi ).j. It follows from the definition of Fm that for all

rEs, zEr if and only if pez Er. Hence p E As and yE (As)*(x).

Lemma 7 Let s Ra. If a is countably infinite then

for all xEn-Dif and all yE (Ls)(x), there exist sequences

V, W E a such that

ii)a = {v. E = i E w}
1 1

x = (vo, v , vn_ v(1) and
' 'w0'wl' .'wn-1)'

for all 0 < m < o, (Ls)(v0,v1,- ,vm_1)=Ls(w0,w1,,wm_1)

and (,v v ) (W W )E m-Dif.0' 1" m-1 ' 0' 1" m-1

Proof: Let the elements of a be arranged in a sequence

a a , The sequences v and w are defined inductively
0 1

as follows: For i = 0, 1, ,n-1 let v. = x. and w. = y. .
1 1 1

For m > n and m even, let v be the first a. in
1

{a. :a. v for all k < m} and let w be the first a. in33 k

{a j (wo, wr , wm_ 1, a j) E (Ls)(vo, vi ° vm_ 1, vm)} . (Note that

this set is nonempty by part (vii) of Lemma 6.) For m > n and

m odd, let v be the first a. in {a.: a. wk for all k <m}m 3 3 3

and let vm be the first a. in

{a.: (vv -1,wm)}3 0' l' vrn- 1 ' aj) E (L )(w0, w 1 ' w

From the method of construction of v and w, it is clear that
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conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Condition (iii) follows by induction on

m using parts (ii), (iii) and (v) of Lemma 6.

Proof of Theorem 2: Let a be a countably infinite set,

and let s Ra. By Lemma 4 and parts (iv) and (vii) of Lemma 6,

it is sufficient to prove that if 0 < n < w and xen-Dif then

(Ls)(x) =(As)*(x).

Consider any y E (Ls )(x). Let v, w E aw satisfy (i)-(iii) of

L =emma7. Define the mapping p on a by p(v.) w. for all

E CO. It follows from parts (i) and (iii) of Lemma 7 that p is a

permutation of a, and from part (ii) of the same lemma that

pox = y. It remains to show that p(r) = r for all r E s.

Let r c ak, r E s and z E ak. Choose m sufficiently

large so that

{z. < k}i: i < m}
and

:{p(z.) < ={w.: i< .

Let v' (v0' vr ° ,v1) 1) and w° (w0 , wl' ° , Wm_ i) By

part (iii) of Lemma 7 and parts (i) and (iii) of Lemma 6, we have

that for all r E Gen(s, ) v' E r ' if and only if w' Er' . Hence

from part (ii) of Lemma 5 and the fact that Gen({r} ,) cGen(s,toi)

it follows that v' w' F (r). By the above choice of m, we have



z = v oj for some jemk. Moreover, poz = pov'ej = w' ej. It

follows from the definition of F (r) that z E r if and only if

poz r. Hence p(r) = r.

2.7 A Conjecture and a Counterexample

Theorems 1 and 2 of the last section suggest that as
might be generated by the elements of t together with p-unions

for all p. The following example shows that this conjecture is

false.

Example Let b and c be disjoint infinite sets with

different cardinalities, and let u and v be two distinct elements

which are not members of either a or b. Let a = b c {u, v}

and let r = {(u, b' ): b' E 13} {(v , c ) ci E c} . Then {u} , {v} e IA {r}

but {u}, {v} \ Gen ({r} , ) where consists of the elements

of t together with p-unions for all p.

The rest of the section is devoted to a proof of this assertion.

Lemma 1 {u} , {v} E IA {r} .
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Proof: Since {u,v} = 1-Prt(r), it follows from Proposition

5.3 that {u, v} E IA{r} . Now consider any pEA {r} . By the last

remark, { p (u), p(v)} = {u, v} . Now suppose p(u) = v and p(v) =u.

Then for all b' E b we have (v,p(b' )) = (p(u),p(b1 ) ) E r which
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implies p(b' )E c. Thus p restricted to b is a one-one function

from b into c. Similarly p restricted to c is a one-one

function from c into b. It follows that b and c must have

the same cardinality, which is a contradiction. Thus p(u) u

and p(v) v, so that {u} , {v} E IA{r} .

It remains to prove that {u} , {v} E Gen ({r} , ) . We

shall show below that all r'EGen({r} , ) satisfy:

(*) r' if and only if v E r' .

Lemma Z Let g be the set of all partial functions on a

which satisfy the following conditions:

f is one-one.

{u, c domain f.

{f(u), f(v)} {u, v}

If f(u) = u then f(b' ) Eb' for all b' b \ domain f

and f(c' )E c for all c'E c rTh domain

If f(u) = v then f(b' )Ec for all b' E b domain f

and f(c ) E b for all c' E C rTh domain f.

Then g satisfies

(i) The identity function on a is an element of g.



(ii) If fE g then f- 1 E g.

GM If fl' f2 E g then f1of2Eg .

If f E g and {u,v}dc domain f, then the

restriction of f to d is in g.

Proof: Parts (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow easily from the

definition of g.

Lemma 3 Let g be as in Lemma 2. For XE an let

g*(x) = {fox :f E g and {x0' x1' ,x} c domain f}

Then

X E g*(x).

If yE g*(x) then g*(x) = g*(y).

g*(xy) c Con (g*(x), g*(y)).

(iv)(1, j)-Trs g*(x0' x1' x., x., xn- )
3

= g' X., X., X ).n-

(v) g*(x0, x1, ) n-Prt g*(xo, xi, xn_1, xn) .

Proof: Part (i) follows from part (i) of Lemma 2. Part (ii)

follows from parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2. Parts (iii) and (iv)

follow from the definition of g*(x).
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It remains to prove (v). Suppose

(Y0' Y1' 1) = (f(x0"(x1)' f (xn- 1)) for some fEg. By

part (iv) of Lemma 2, we may restrict f so that domain

f = {u, v, x09 x1, I . Now if
xnE

domain f then

(yo, y 1, yn_ 1, f (xn)) = (f (x ), f(x ), f(x ), f(x )), and it
0 1 n-1 n

follows that y/ , ,y1) 1) E n-Prt g*(xo, xi, xn_ , xn).

xxi\ domain f then xnEb
J c, and f may be extended to

domain fn} as follows: f(x) = any element of

{b'Eb :1315, range f} if either xnEb and f(u) u or
xnE

C

and f(u) = v, and f(x) = any element of {CI E C: C \ range f}

if eitherX EC and f(u) = u or xnEb and f(u) = v. Thenn

this extension is an element of g, and

(yo, Y1' f(xn)) (f (x0), f(
' f(xn- 1), f( Hence

, yn_ 1) E n-Prt g*(xo, xi, xn_ 1, xn) .

Lemma 4 For all r' E Gen (r, ), one has

(**) if xE r' then g*.(x) r'

where e(x) is as in Lemma 3,

Proof: Let s be the set of all r' E Gen (r, 41) satisfying

In view of the definition of Gen(r, ) and Proposition 5.2,

it suffices to show that r E S, Eql E s and s is closed under
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Neg, Con, (i, j)-Trs, k-Prt and arbitrary unions. It is easy to

see that r Es, Eql E s and s is closed under arbitrary unions.

That s is closed under Con, (i, j)-Trs and k-Prt follows from

parts (iii), (iv) and (v) of Lemma 3. It remains to show that s

is closed under Neg. Suppose X E Neg r' , r'E s and

g*(x) _Neg r' . Then there exists fEg such that f c'xIk Neg r' .

But then xE g**(X) = g*(f 0 x) c r' (using parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma

2 and (**)), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of

Lemma 4.

Now note that the function f defined on {u, v} by f(u) = v

and f(v) = u is in g- It is easy to show that (*) follows from

(.**) using this fact. This completes the proof of the assertion in

the example.

2. 8 The Adequacy of Invariant Partial Operations

Proposition 1 Let s = ( : < p) E (Ra)P. If

r E IA { : < p} then there exists an invariant partial operation H

of rank p on Ra such that Hs = r.

Proof: Take H = {((p(%):g < p), p(r)):pEPa} . If

(p(s ) : < p) = (q(s ) : < p), where p, q E Pa, then

-1(q-1 p)(s ) = s for all g < p and hence (q op)(r) = r,

which implies that p(r) = q(r). Thus H is a partial operation.
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Now let (t,. : < p) be in the domain of H and let pe Pa.

Then there exists q E Pa such that t q(%) for all < p.

It follows from the definition of H that (p ): < p)=(poq(s): <p)

is in the domain of H and that

p(H(t: < p)) = p (q(r)) = H(p(% ) < p) .

Finally, by taking p to be the identity map on a, one

sees that Hs = r.

A stronger form of Proposition 1 will be proved in Section

3.4. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Proposition

5.3, one has the following proposition which shows that the invariant

partial operations are adequate for generating the elements of lAs.

Proposition 2 Let 9F be the set of all invariant partial

operations on Ra. Then for all s c Ra, lAs = Gen (s, ).

The question arises whether operations of finite rank are

sufficient to generate the elements of lAs. The following example

shows that they are not sufficient. Also note that the example shows

that cannot be replaced by in Theorem 6.2.

Example Let a = co and s = { {n}:nEa}. Let

r = { (n, n+1) : n E . Then r e lAs but for every set g of

invariant partial operations of finite rank on Ra, r E Gen(s, g).

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the
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last assertion.

First note that As consists only of the identity mapping on

a. Hence IAs = Ra and in particular r E lAs.

Now let g be the set of all invariant partial operations of

finite rank on Ra. It is sufficient to show that r Gen(s,g).

For b c a, let h(b, a) be the set of all permutations of a that

leave all the elements of b fixed. Let

t = fri E R a : there exists a finite subset a such that

h(b, a) c A{ri } }

Note that rst\t because A{ r} consists of only the identity mapping

on a. Hence it is sufficient to show that Gen (s, g) cT t, i. e.

that s .=-t and t is closed under all elements of g. That

s t is clear. Now suppose f e g, (to, t 1, 1) E tn and

f(t0,t1, ,tn_i) is defined. Let b0,b1, ,bn_i be finite subsets

of a satisfying h(bi, a) A {ti} , for all i < n. It follows that

h( {b. < n} , a) CA {f(to,ti, Jr)._ )}

Thus t is closed under all elements of g.



CHAPTER 3

GENERAL INVARIANTS

3. 1 Categories and Functors

A system of K = (013, Map, Horn, ), where Ob and Map

are classes, Horn is a function from Ob X Ob into the power of

Map, and is a partial binary operation on Map, is a category

if the following conditions are satisfied:

Every element of Map belongs to exactly one set

Hom(a, b), where a, b e Ob.

If f eHom(a, b), g E Horn (c, d) and g f is defined, then

b = C.

If f eHom(a, b) and g e Horn(b, c), then f is

defined and is an element of Hom(a,c).

v) If f 110m(a,b), geHom(b,c) and hellom(c,d) then

h (g f) = (h )f.

v) For all a.e0b, there exists f eHom(a, a) such that if

g EHom(b, a) then f g = g and if h e Hom(a, b) then h f = h.

The elements of Ob are called objects of K; the elements

Map are called morphisms of K. For every category K,
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Ob (K) and Map (K) will denote respectively the class of objects

of K and the class of morphisms of K. In diagrams, f eHom(a,b)

will be replaced by

It is easily verified that the morphism f of postulate (v)

above is uniquely determined by a; it will be denoted by la.

As examples of categories consider St, St and Gp

defined as follows: The class of objects of St and St# is the

class of all sets; the class of objects of Gp is the class of all

permutation groups. In St,

Horn (a, b) = 1(a, f, b) : f is a partial mapping of a into b 1

in St#,

Horn (a, b) = (a, f, b) : f is a one -one mapping of a onto b 1

in Gp,

Horn (a, b) = 1 (a, f, b): f is an isomorphism of a onto b 1 .

In all three cases, (c , g, d) (a, f, b) = (a, g ° f, b) if b = c and is

not defined otherwise. In all three cases 1 is the identity mapping

on a. When there is no chance of confusion, we shall write f in

place of (a, f, b).

a



Let
K1

and K2 be categories. Then a mapping F

which sends Ob(Ki) into Ob(K2) and Map(K1) into Map(K2)

is called a functor if it satisfies:

F(1 a) 1F(a)

If f EHom (a, b) then F f EHom(Fa, Fb).

For all f, g E Map(Ki), if g f is defined then

F(g f) Fg Ff.

Note that condition (iii) is equivalent to the commuting of the following

diagram, provided g -f is defined:

Ff

Fc

Note also that if F is a functor from
K1 2

and G is a

functor from K2 to K3' then the composition G0F (also

written GF) is a functor from
K1

to K3.

Let the mapping B ("B" for "Boolean") be defined as

follows: For each set a, Ba is the set of all subsets of a;

for each partial mapping from a into b, Bf is the mapping

from Ba into Bb defined by

Fg
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B f(a' ) = {f( x): xE a' em domain

for all a' E Ba. Then B is a functor from St into St. Its

restriction to St # may be regarded as a functor from St # into

St # or into St. It may be further restricted to Gp. In all, of

these cases the symbol B will be used.

For any ordinal p. let the mapping C (" C" for

"Cartesian" ) be defined as follows: For each set C a = a ;

for each partial mapping f from a into b, C f is the partial

mapping from Ca into C b defined by

C f = { (x, fox):xEC a and range x domain f

Then C is a functor from St into St.

Let the mapping R ("R" for " relation" ) be defined as

follows: For each set a, Ra is the set

Ra = Li{Ban:0<n<co

for each one-one mapping f of a onto b, Rf is the one-one

mapping from Ra onto Rb defined by

Rf(r) = {fox: XE r

for all rERa. (In the notation of Chapter 2, Rf(r) is just f(r),

provided a = b). Then R is a functor from St # into St # .
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Let the mapping P ("P" for "Permutation" ) be defined

as follows: For each set a, Pa is the group of all permutations

of a; for each one-one mapping f of a onto b, Pf is the

isomorphism of Pa onto Pb defined by

P1(p) = fopof-1

for all p E Pa. Then P is a functor from St# into Gp.

3. 2 F -relations and F -invariants

In this section the notions introduced in Section 2. 1 are

generalized. If R is the "relation functor" defined in the last

section and a is any set, then an element rERa is an ele-

mentary relation in a in the sense of Section 2. 1. More generally,

if F is any functor from St# into St# an element r E Fa will

be called an F -relation in a. For brevity, functors from SO

into SO will be called functors on SO; the reason for restricting

attention to such functors is in order for the notion of isomorphism

given below to make sense. If r is an F -relation in a for some

functor F on SO then r may be called a general relation in a.

If s = : < p) is a sequence of F -relations in a, then

the ordered pair (a, s) will be called an F-structure of order type

2. . Two F -structures of order type p, (a, s) and (b,t), are

isomorphic if there is a one-one mapping f of a onto b



satisfying t Ff(%) for all < p ; such a mapping f is

called an isomorphism of (a, s) onto (b, t). Note that "being

isomorphic" is an equivalence relation on the class of all F-struc-

tures. The proof depends on the identity

-(Ff)-1 = F(f1 )

which follows from the fact that F is a functor from St# into

SO. This identity is used repeatedly below without further mention.

With every subset u of Fa, one may associate the set

A(a,u) of all permutations p of a that satisfy

Fp(u.')= u'

for all u' E u . If (a, s) is an F -structure of order type p then

the elements of A(a, {%; < }) are called automorphisms of

(a, s). Note that an automorphism of (a, s) is simply an isomor-

phism of (a, s) onto (a, s).

With every set q of permutations of a, one may associate

the set ga, q) of all r E Fa satisfying

Fp(r) = r

for all pEq. The elements of I(a, q) will be called F -invariants

of q. If the set a is clear from the context, the notation As

and Iq will usually be used in place of A(a,$) and ga,q). If
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(a, s) is an F-structure of order type p, then the elements of

LA{s
: < p } will be called F-invariants of (a, s).

Sb

3.3 Some Properties of the Mappings A and I

Let F be a functor on St4. The following propositions

are generalizations of those appearing in Section 2. 2. The proofs

are almost the same as before.

Proposition 1 For every s c Fa, As is a subgroup of Pa.

Proposition 2

If qi q2 c Pa, then Iqi= rq2 .

For every s c Fa, s c IAs.

For every q c. Pa, q c AIq .

Proposition 3 i) For every s c Fa, As = AlAs.

ii) For every q c Pa, Iq IAIq.

Proposition 4 i) For all q,q1 c Pa, if Arq is a

proper subset of q' , then Iq' is a proper subset of LAIq.

ii) For all s,s'c Fa, If lAs is a proper subset of s

then As1 is a proper subset of AIAs.

If s1 s2 c Fa, then As1 As2 .



Proposition 5 The mappings IA and Al are closure

operators on Fa and Pa respectively.

We seek partial operations on Fa by means of which we can

generate the F -invariants of an F -structure. We shall call the prob-

lem of finding such partial operations the F -invariants problem.

3. 4 Natural Transformations and Regular Partial Operations

Let F and G be functors from category K1 into

category
K2. Then a natural transformation from F to G is a

mapping N from Ob(Ki) into Map(K2 ) which satisfies:

For all a E Ob(K 1), Na EHom(Fa, Ga).

ii) For all fE Map(Ki), if f EHom(a, b), then

Nb- Ff Na (in K2).

Note that condition (ii) is equivalent to the commuting of the following

diagram in K2 for all f EMap(Ki):

Ff
Fa '-Fb

Na Nb

Ga Gb
Gf
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In the next theorem, which states that I and A are natural

transformations, the composite functors BP and BF must be

carefully interpreted. In BP, B is regarded as a functor from

Gp into St, while in BF, B is regarded as a fu.nctor from

St# into St. Thus BP and BF are functors from St# into

St, in accordance with the following diagram:

St# Gp -*St

St# F *St 12---"*.St

Theorem 1 Let F be a functor on St#. Then I is a

natural transformation from BP to BF and A is a natural

transformation from BF to BP.

Proof: Let f be a one-one mapping of a onto b We

must show that the following two diagrams commute:

Diagram 2:

la

Aa

BFf

lb

Ab

Diagram 1:
BPa BPf

s-BPb

BFa "-BFb



Let qC Pa. Then

(IboBPf)(q)=Ib({fopori:pEq })

= IrEFb:F(fopof-1)(r) = r for all pEq }

and

(BFf a Ia)(q) BFf (Ir' E Fa :Fp(r))= r' for all pEq I)

= I Ff(ri ) : r' E Fa and Fp(r = r' for all p E q } .

Hence Diagram 1 commutes if the following conditions are equivalent

for all rEFb:

For all pE q, F (f 0 po f -1)(r) = r.

There exists r' E Fa such that f = Ff(r and

Fp(r1) = for all pEq.

-If (i) holds, then one takes r' = F(1 (r) and has

- -1r' = Ff1 (F (fo 130 f )(r) )

-1 -1= (F f o Ff o Fp a Ff )(r)

= Fp(ri )

-since Ff1 = (Ff)-1 If (ii) holds, then for all pEq, we have
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-F(f o po f-1)(r) = (Ffo Fp F f1o Ff)(r' )

(Ff Fp )(r' )

= F f(r' ) = r.

Let s c Fa. Then

(Ab o BFf)(s) = Ab( {Ff(r) : r E s } )

= {pePb : (Fp oFf)(r) = Ff(r) for all r es }

and

(BPf Aa)(s) = BPf ({p' E Pa :Fp(r) = r for all r E S )

{ f p' 0 f 1 : p' E Pa and Fp(r) = r for all r E S .

Hence Diagram 2 commutes if the following conditions are equivalent

for all pEPb:

For all re s, (Fp oFf)(r) = Ff(r).

-There exists p E Pa such that p = f o p' 0 f1 and

Fp' (r) = r for all r E s.

If (i) is true then one takes p° flop of and (ii) follows. If

) is true then for all rE s, we have
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and

(Fp oFf)(r) = (F(f op'of-1) 0 Ff)(r)

= (Ff 0 Fp' )(r)

= Ff(r).

The following definition generalizes the notion of an invariant

partial operation. Let F be a functor on St#. A partial opera-

tion H of rank p on Fa will be said to be F-invariant if for

every sequence s (st : < p ) E (Fa)P in the domain of H and

every f E Pa, one has

(Ff(s) : < p) is in the domain of H
5/.

Ff(H(s : <p )) = H(Ff(s ) < p) .

Note that H is F -invariant if and only if

Ff 0H = H o(C Ff)

for all f E Pa. The following proposition generalizes Proposition

2.8. 1. The proof is almost the same as before.

Proposition 1 Let F be a functor on St# and let

s = (st:t <p)E(Fa)P. If rEIA {st:t <p } then there exists a

partial operation H of rank p on Fa such that H is

F -invariant and Hs = r.
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Let F be a functor on St°. For purposes of the next

definition, F is to be regarded as a functor from into St,

so that C F is also a functor from Sti into St. Then a

natural transformation N from C F to F will be called an

F-relular partial operation of rank p.

Note that for every set a, Na is a partial operation of

rank p on Fa. Also note that for every one-one mapping f of

a onto b, Na is defined at XE (Fa)P = C Fa if and only if Nb
P

is defined at (C Ff)(x)E(Fb)P and in either case
P

(Ff 0Na)(x) = (Nb 0C Ff)(x). This last remark is equivalent to the

commuting of the following diagram in St.

C Ff
C Fa ) C Fb

Na Nb

Fa Fb

" F -regular" is a generalization of " regular" a notion due to

Svenonius (1960) about which he says:

... regular operations take account only of
structural properties of the relations involved, and
not of the specific elements entering into the rela-
tions. It seems intuitively clear that all operations
dealt with in logic are of this kind.

The next theorem indicates the relationship between the notions
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" F -regular" and "F-invariant" . It shows that the former is simply

a global version of the latter.

Theorem 2 Let F be a functor on St i and let a be a

set. Then

If N is an F -regular partial operation of rnak p, then

Na is an F -invariant operation of rank p on Fa.

If H is an F -invariant partial operation of rank p on

Fa, then there exists an F -regular partial operation N of rank

such that H = Na. Moreover, the partial operation Nb on Fb

is uniquely determined by H for all sets b having the same

cardinality as a.

Proof: Assertion (i) follows from the definitions of F -regular

and F -invariant.

To prove assertion (ii), let H be an F-invariant partial

operation of rank p on Fa. Let b be any set having the same

cardinality as a, and let f be a one-one function from a onto

b. If there is an F-regular partial operation N of rank p such

that H = Na, then the following diagram must commute:

C Ff
C Fa C Fb
IP IP

Fa Ff Fb

Na Nb



Hence Nb is uniquely determined by the equation

-1
Nb Ff .H 0C Ff .

Moreover, this equation determines Nb independently of f, for

if g is a second one-one mapping of a onto b, then it follows

from the F-invariance of H that

- -F(g1 0f) 0H :=H 0C F(g1 .f) .

Hence

- -Ff0H0C Ff1 =Fg.H.0 Fg1 .

If we complete the definition of N by taking Nb to be the empty

set, 0, for all sets b of cardinality different than a, then

Nb is a partial operation of rank p for all b. Moreover

Na = H, as is seen by taking f = la above. To show that N is

F -regular, consider the diagram

C Fh

FhFb -Fc

which has meaning only if the cardinalities of b and c are the

same. If they are different than that of a, then
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C Fb Fc

Nb Nc



Nc 0 C Fh = 0 = Fh o Nb

If they have the same cardinality as a, then there are one-one

functions f and g which map a onto b and c respectively.

Since H is F-invariant, we have

-F(g ihf) oH =H oC F(g lhf)

which implies

FhoNb=FhoFf0H0C Ff

-
= Fg 011 oC Fg1 oC Fh

= Nc oC Fh .

The next theorem shows that the F-regular partial operations

are adequate for generating the F-invariants of an F-structure.

Theorem 3 Let F be a functor on St#, and let % be

the class of all F-regular partial operations. For every set a and

every ordinal p, let

N. (a, p) = {Ha :HE 91 and rank H<p}.

Then N-(a, p) is a set and for every SE (Fa)
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Gen( { st : < p } , 91- (a, p )) IA(a, { st < p } ).
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Proof: That ( ) is a set follows from the fact that the

class of all partial operations on a of rank p or less is a set.

Now by Proposition 3. 3. 2, part(iii

< p } IA(a, : < p }

From Theorem 2, part (i) and the definition of F-invariant, it

follows that IA(a, 1st : <p 1) is closed under 94(a, p ). Hence

Gen(ist:g <PI' a, p )) IA < p )

The other inclusion follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2

part (ii).

3. 5 Krasner's Theorem

Let u be a fixed set. Define the functor K on St# as

follows: For every set a, let Ka = B(a ); for every one-one

mapping f of a onto b, let Kf be the one-one mapping of

B(au) onto B(bu) defined by Kf( ) = Ox:xer } for all

r c a .

For any set a consider the following partial operations on

Ka: Let r c au. Then the negation of r, Neg(r), is defined



Neg(r) = {xE au : x\ r } .

For every v u, the v-projection of r, v-Pjn(r), is defined by

v-Pjn(r) = {xEau: there exists x'Er such that x(v' ) = x'(v' )

for all v' E v } .

Let t c u and let c be a partition of t (i.e. c Bt, c =t

and if d d Ec and
d1 d2 then dl 2

= 0). Then

r c a is compatible with c if for all xEr and all dEC,

u1,u2ed implies x(u1) = x(u2). Let c1 and C2 be partitions

of t t2 u respectively such that cl and c2 have the same

cardinality. Let p be a one-one mapping of c
1

onto c2. Let

p*= {(vi, EtiX t2: if viEdEc then v2Ep(d)Ec2

Then for any r c au compatible with c1, the p-substitution of r,

p-Sub(r) is defined by

p-Sub(r) = {xE au: there exists xE r such that for all v v EU

if (v , v )Ep* then ) = x(v )1.

For every ordinal p, and every sequence r = (r: < p)E(Ka)P ,

the p -intersection of r, p -Int(r), is defined by:
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p -Int(r) = < p 1.



It is easy to see that these partial operations are K-invariant.

Krasner (1938,1939,1950,1958) introduced these operations and

proved

Theorem 1 Let a be a set with cardinality less than or

equal to that of u. Then for all s Ka,

Gen(a, = IA

where 96 is the set of partial operations given above.

3.6 Sebastiab e Silva's Approach

The theorem given in this section is suggested by the work of

Sebastigo e Silva (1945). Due to the informal nature of his paper and

its lack of proofs there is some uncertainty whether this theorem is

an exact mathematical formulation of Silva's main result.

A type sequence or type is defined inductively as follows:

i) 0 is a type .

ii) If To'

is a type.
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are types then To, T , ,T1)

With each type one may associate a type functor on St#, which will

be denoted by the same symbol, as follows: If a is a set then
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0(a) = a .

(T
0 ,T1 , )(a) = T ( )X T 1(a)X Tn- 1(a)) .n-1

If f is a one-one mapping of a set a onto a set b, then

0 (f) =f .

(To, ,Tn..1)(f) Bf' , where ' is the function

((xo, 1),
(T (f)(x ) T n-

(x0 , ,xn- o(a)
X - Tn- (a) } .

If r E Ta where T is a type then r is a relation of type T on

a (Craig, 1965b, p. 14).

The functor S on Stli is then defined as follows: If a is

a set then

Sa = {Ta : T is a type }

= 1r :r is a relation of type on a for some type T

If f is a one-one mapping of a set a onto a set b, then

Sf = ...) {T(f): T is a type}

= {(r1,r2): for some type T, r E a, r ETb and

= Tf(ri)} .

)):
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Consider the following partial operations on Sa: Let

rE (TO' T1' T )(a) = Ta and let r' E (T', T', T' )(a) = T1 a.0 1-1 n-1

Then the negation of r, Neg(r), is defined by

Neg(r) = {xE ToaX T a X X Tn_ia:x\ r }.

The conjunction of r and r' , Con(r, r'), is defined by:

Con(r,r') = {xx' :xEr and

For 0 < < j < m the (1,p-transposition of r, ( j)-Trs(r),

is defined by :

(i, j)-Trs(r) = {(xo, xi_ r xi+1'

For 0 <k < m the k-particularization of r, k-Prt(r), is defined

by:

k-Prt(r) = {(x0, ,xk_i,xk+i,

(x0' k'xk+1' 'xm-1) E r for some xk 1.

The singleton of r, Sng(r), is defined by :

Sng(r) = 1r 1.

If r = {r' } for some r ESa, then the explication of r, Epl(r),



is defined by:

Epl(r) r' .

For every ordinal p, and every sequence r = (r : <p )E (Ta)P ,

where T is a type, the p -intersection of r, p -Int(r), is defined

by:

-Eps {(x0, xn- 12 x

The equality relation, Eql, is defined by

Eql = {(x, y)EaXa :x y } .

Theorem 1 Let a be a set. Then for all s c Sa,

Gen(s, g ) IAs

where is the set of operations given above.

3. 7 Further Questions

1. The counterexample given in Section 2. 7 is based on the

E T aX Tn-1a X Ta: (x0' ) x } .n-
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p -Int(r) = : < }

For each type T = (T ,T , ,Tn..1), the T -epsilon relation,

T-Eps, is defined by
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fact that the partial operations of et do not ordinarily enable one to

distinguish between sets of different cardinalities one cannot "count"

very far using these partial operations. However, using the following

partial operations (see Mostowski, 1957) one can "count" arbitrary

sets: Let r be an elementary relation in a set a of degree

m > 1. For 0 < k < m and a. a cardinal number, the

(k, a)-articularization of r, (k,a)-Prt(r), is defined by

(k, a)-Prt(r) = {(xo, xk-1' xk+1' )Eam - 1
: the cardinality

If the list

of {y E a: (xo, - x.k_i xk_t_i, E r 1

is at least

gis increased by adjoining these partial operations,

is Gen(s, ) IAs for all. s Ra and all sets

The proof of Proposition 2. 8.1 shows that the class of

invariant partial operations on Ra is not as nice" as it first

appears. Is there a smaller, nicer class of such partial. operations

for which Proposition 2. 8.1 remains true ? A similar question

arises in connection with the results of Section 3.4.

The example given in Section 2. 8 shows that some infinitary

partial operations on Ra are generally needed to generate all of

IAs. The p -intersections are obvious candidates. Are further
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infinitary partial operations generally needed? This question may

also be generalized by substituting an arbitrary functor F on St#

for R.

In Section 3. 4 it is proved that invariant partial operations

may be derived from certain natural transformations on functors.

Is this also true for automorphic partial operations ?

Can the notions and results of Chapter 3 be generalized so

that they apply to functors other than those on St# ?
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Table of Important Special Symbols and Concepts

Numbers refer to sections in which the symbol or concept is

defined.
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automotphic partial operation 2. 3

automorphism 2. 1, 3.2

Boolean of a class 1. 2, Boolean functor 3. 1

Cartesian functor 3. 1

category 3. 1

Con(r, r' ) conjunction 2. 5, 3.6

Dis(r,r' )

Eql

disjunction 2. 5

equality relation 2. 5, 3. 6

functor 3. 1

Gen(c, g) subset generated by c and g 2.2

k-Grl (r) generalization 2. 5

Gp category of permutation groups 3. 1

(i, j)- Idn(r) identification

p -Int(r) intersection 2. 5, 3. 5, 3. 6

invariants 2. 1, 3.2

invariant partial operation 2. 5, 3. 4

fundamental logical partial operations 2. 5
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natural transformation 3. 4

Neg(r) negation 2. 5, 3. 5, 3. 6

partial operation 1. 2

permutation functor 2. 1, 3. 1

p-Per(r) permutation 2. 5

k-Prt(r) particularization 2. 5, 3. 6

regular partial operation 3.4

elementary relation functor 2. 1, 3. 1

relation, elementary 2. 1, of type T, 3.6

F -relation 3.2

category of sets with partial maps 3. 1

category of sets with one-one onto maps 3. 1

(i, j)- Trs(r) transposition 2. 5, 3. 6

p -Unn(r) union 2. 5

St




